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Fully depleted small collection electrode CMOS
Monolithic design with small (~fF) capacitance and full depletion: 

àDeep n-implant to create large junction large and full depletion

Challenges:

Depletion and field grow into lower doped material:

àDepletion from P-well junction into N-implant
àImportant for capacitance (limit |p-well voltage|< 6V)

àDepletion from deep planer junction into epi layer
àImportant for depletion depth

Impact of P-well of on field in sensor (next slide)

W. Snoeys et. al: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2017.07.046
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Modified pixel layouts for increased lateral push

Additional p-implant: Gap in N-implant:

Introduce lateral doping gradient at 
pixel borders with additional p-
implant and gap in N-implant

à Bend streamlines away from 
minimum towards collection 
electrode

p. 2M. Munker et. al: doi:10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/c05013

Monolithic design with small (~fF) capacitance, full depletion and fast charge collection: 

E-static potential, gap in N-implant:E-static potential, additional p-implant:

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2017.07.046


Monolithic CMOS sensor simulation basics
Monolithic CMOS = placement of circuitry in sensor:

à Fundamental change of electrostatic situation

à Fundamental change of charge collection  

à Fundamental change of performance

1. Sensor simulation & optimization 
with TCAD:

2. Need to evaluate performance of optimized sensor:
- Transient TCAD (very computing intensive, but fully self consistent solution)

- Test beam (usually large effort for development of test environment, 

complex convolution of sensor and readout effects, but: realistic)

- Transient Monte Carlo + electrostatic TCAD (fast, access of high statistics 

with high level of detail in-pixel & in-sensor resolved)
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Simulated Cz design
• Epi layer thickness limited
à Use Czochralski wafers as starting material 

• 3D TCAD simulations 
• MALTA pixel layout with pixel size of 36.4 μm x 36.4 μm
• Thickness of 150 μm
• P-type with different resistivities (see later slides)
• No backside implantation
• P-well opening of 8 μm
• Additional p-implant

• Simulated unit cell centered around pixel corner
• Periodic boundary conditions applied

H. Pernegger et. al., Hiroshima conference 2019
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C-electrode



1. Different Cz doping

Cz bulk 



Backside current vs voltage for different Cz doping:

• Punch through = hole current between 
backside and p-wells, when both are at 
different potential (reminder: -6V applied to 
p-wells)

• Depending on isolation between backside and 
p-wells

à Higher punch through for higher Cz doping 

Punch through for different Cz doping
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Intermediate deep n-implant dose, additional p-implant width = 4 μm

Assumed Cz doping:



Punch through for different Cz doping
Hole current density at -60V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

Cz doping = 2*1012 / cm3: Cz doping = 4*1012 / cm3: Cz doping = 6*1012 / cm3:

à Higher punch through for higher Cz doping 

Punch 
through 
hole 
currentHigher current at 

high backside 
voltages since 

depletion reaches 
backside (no 

backside implant) 

White lines = 
edges of depleted 

region
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Electric field for different Cz doping
Total electric field at -30V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

Cz doping = 2*1012 / cm3: Cz doping = 4*1012 / cm3: Cz doping = 6*1012 / cm3:

1. Larger depletion for lower Cz doping à better isolation of p-wells from backside à reduced punch through for lower Cz doping
2. Higher junction gradient between deep n-implant and Cz for higher Cz doping à higher field p. 8



2. Different additional p-implant width

Additional p-implant



Backside current vs voltage for different additional 
p-implant width:

• Punch through = hole current between 
backside and p-wells, when both are at 
different potential (reminder: -6V applied to 
p-wells)

• Depending on isolation between backside and 
p-wells

à Higher punch through for larger p-implant 
width 

Punch through for different additional  p-implant width 
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Cz doping = 4*1012 / cm3, intermediate deep n-implant dose



Total electric field at -30V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

à No strong impact of width of additional p-implant on electric field
à The smaller the additional p-implant the better 

Electric field for different additional  p-implant width 

P-implant = 4 μm: P-implant = 3 μm: P-implant = 2 μm: 
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3. Different deep n-implant doses

Deep n-implant



Backside current vs voltage for different n-implant 
doses:

• Punch through = hole current between 
backside and p-wells, when both are at 
different potential (reminder: -6V applied to 
p-wells)

• Depending on isolation between backside and 
p-wells

à Reduced punch through for higher deep n-
implant doses due to better isolation of p-
wells from backside potential

Punch through for different deep n-implant doses
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Cz doping = 4*1012 / cm3, additional p-implant width = 4 μm



Total electric field at -30V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

Low dose:

Electric field for different deep n-implant doses

Intermediate dose: High dose:

à Higher field for higher dose of deep n-implant 
p. 12



Vertical electric field at -30V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

Low dose:

Vertical electric field for different deep n-implant doses

Intermediate dose: High dose:

à Higher vertical field for higher dose of deep n-implant due to higher doping gradient over deep planar junction

vertical
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Lateral electric field at -30V on the backside (red = high, blue = low):

Low dose:

Lateral electric field for different deep n-implant doses

Intermediate dose: High dose:

à For higher deep n-implant dose: Reduced punch through and higher field at the same time
à Higher lateral field for higher dose of deep n-implant due to higher doping gradient to additional p-implants

à BUT:      Less depletion around collection electrode for high deep n-implant dose
à Increased capacitance (factor ~2.5 higher for high compared to low dose) 

à Can be compensated by smaller opening, but this leads to a reduced field and charge collection speed (next slide) p. 14



Lateral electric field for different openings

à Un- depleted regions around c-electrode can be mitigated by smaller opening, but this leads to a reduced 
field and charge collection speed:

2D TCAD simulations from CERN-THESIS-2018-202: Investigator test-beam measurement results from 
CERN-THESIS-2018-202:
:

à Extend deep p-wells only in small parts of the opening towards the collection electrode (next slide)
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Modified opening for reduced capacitance 

Deep p-well

Collection 
electrode

Deep n-implant

Top view on pixel cell:
Modified opening:Standard opening:

Lateral field:

à Capacitance reduced to value of low dose by modified opening
à Impact on lateral field reduced since deep p-well is only extended in small ‘fingers’
à Promising design  to simultaneously achieve very high deep n-implant doses (radiation tolerance) with low capacitance (ongoing work) 

à Extend deep p-wells only in small parts of the opening towards the collection electrode (next slide)
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Summary

à A higher Cz doping gives better isolation between p-wells and backside (more depletion) but lower field

• A smaller additional p-implant gives better isolation between p-wells and backside (more depletion) while 

not having a strong impact on the field

à The smaller the additional p-implant the better

• A higher deep n-implant dose gives better radiation tolerance, better isolation between p-wells and backside 

(more depletion), higher field but increases capacitance significantly

à Modified opening can be interesting to mitigate capacitance while not compromising radiation tolerance, 

punch through and electric field
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Outlook – transient simulation with MC + electrostatic 
TCAD approach

p. 18

• First look at CLICTD designs with 30um epi showed good agreement
• Second look at smaller structure with 10um x 10um pixel size and 10um epi thickness showed larger discrepancy

• Identified dependence of mobility on doping as main reason: 
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AllpixSquared
simulations from 
Katharina Dort

Katharina implemented mobility model in AllpixSquared
that uses doping map 

à Better agreement of TCAD transient and 
AllpixSquared + TCAD

à Further models need to be implemented in
AllpixSquared (e.g. mobility saturation at high fields)

à Comparison of models ongoing work
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- Work with Katharina Dort & Jan Hasenbichler -
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Cz transient simulations



Modified opening transient simulations


